2.1 Articulate what participants know about who Jesus is coming into the course.

General Graphic Organizers Worksheets
OA 50088  P, I, J, S, YA, A
Teachnology
http://www.teach-nology.com/worksheets/graphic/
Over thirty open-ended worksheets can be downloaded to help students organize stories, themes, ideas, brainstorming sessions, two sides of an argument and more. You will find bingo cards, a coat of arms, and more.

ReadWriteThink: BioCube
OA 50285  I, J, S
2014 IRA/NCTE
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/interactives/cube_creator/
Create a printout for a paper cube that includes questions and answers about a person of your choosing. This fun and interactive cube creation activity can be used to develop creative biography summaries that can then be shared in a group by interchanging the completed paper cubes.

Student Handouts: Graphic Organizers
OA 50302  P, I, J, S, YA, A
Student Handouts
http://www.studenthandouts.com/graphicorganizers.htm
Open-ended worksheets in .pdf format are free to print to help students organize stories, themes, ideas, brainstorming sessions, two sides of an argument and more.

Key Events In The Life Of Jesus - PowerPoint
OC 50286  S
2011 St. Mary’s Press, Christian Brothers Publications
http://www.smp.org/resourcecenter/resource/4424/
This presentation includes a series of questions and answers on three different levels and explanations of various key moments in Jesus’ life in the New Testament.

Lino
OT 50047  P, I, J, S, YA, A
http://en.linoit.com/
Lino is a free sticky note and canvas service that only requires a Web browser. Begin by choosing a canvas background. Then add sticky notes that can include photos, videos, links, and messages. Use as a discussion board by multiple users; a notetaking tool for brainstorming; sharing board for students’ photos, projects, and assignments; or as a personal listing of your own sticky note messages. Build a time line or create an ongoing story or poem. It can be set for private or shared access, making it ideal for individuals or groups. Set up a free account and discover a wide variety of uses.

Tagul Word Clouds
OT 50009  I, J, S, YA, A
http://tagul.com/
Enter a list of words, and this site will easily create a word cloud showing each of the entered words. Choose from different shapes, colors, fonts, layouts and more. Students can make a cloud naming as many words as they can brainstorm under the following categories: saints, church vestments and vessels, gifts and talents, words associated with the ten commandments, symbols and sacramentals associated with the sacraments, and more.
2.2 Introduce the concept of "Revelation" especially that Jesus, the Word of God is the ultimate revelation of who God is and who we are called to be.

Footprints Of God, The: Jesus, The Word Became Flesh
DV 30207 S, YA, A 120 min.
Ray, Stephen 2003 Ignatius Press

Join Stephen Ray, best-selling author and popular Bible teacher, as he catches fish in the Sea of Galilee, camps along the Jordan, and explores the places Jesus lived and performed his miracles. Join the incredible journey through the streets of Jerusalem to Calvary and the tomb, to the Resurrection and Pentecost. Gain a deeper appreciation for our Savior and the salvation He purchased for the world. (Closed Captioned, subtitles in English and Spanish)

Footprints Of God, The: Mary, The Mother Of God (DVD)
DV 31121 S, YA, A 77 min.
Ray, Stephen 2003 Ignatius Press

Follow Mary's journey on location in Israel, Turkey and Greece with Stephen Ray as your guide. This is a documentary, biography, Bible study, apologetics course and Church history study. It will help viewers understand Mary's Immaculate Conception, her role of intercessor, her Assumption into Heaven, Revelation, Mary's Perpetual Virginity, the Crucifixion, the Annunciation, the Visitation, the Rosary, Incarnation, and more. (Closed Captioned)

Igniter Videos: Volume III
DV 30293 J, S, YA, A 12 min.
2005 Igniter Media Group

Five short (1-3 min.) videos that ignite, captivate and deepen your experience with God. I Believe - The Bible is not just a story. It is THE Story. It is OUR Story. In it, we find the greatest Hero providing the greatest hope and demanding the greatest response. Lonely People - The true stories highlighted in this vignette confirm that the world is not as it should be. Jesus declared that we would encounter struggles and pain. But He also urged us to never despair for He has overcome this world. What Does God Look Like? - For generations, man has wondered what God looks like. We wrestle with understanding God's nature, settling for the best ideas conceived by man. But, to know what God looks like we need look no further than Jesus. The Greatest Promise - We know John 3:16, but do we realize how much truth is packed into those twenty-five words? We must learn to fully appreciate this verse - one word at a time. meCHURCH - While it is essential to find a church that is fully committed to God's Word, it is easy to start thinking that church is about us and our comfort. This video takes a humorous look at the idea of "shopping" for the perfect church that will serve us.

Symbolon: The Catholic Faith Explained - The Journey Of Faith / Divine Revelation
DV 31246.1 S, YA, A 63 min.
Sri, Edward 2014 Augustine Institute

Filmed on location in Rome, the Holy Land, Calcutta and in the Augustine Institute, a team of teachers provide a clear and comprehensive explanation of the core teaching of the Catholic Church in ten segments. The Journey of Faith: Trinity, Faith, and the God Who Is Love - The Bible reveals the mystery of who God is: God is love. God created us out of love, died for us out of love and invites us on a journey of faith in which we live in his love (30 min.). Divine Revelation: God Seeking Us and the Compass for Our Lives - Religion is often perceived as humanity's search for God, but Christianity is more about God's search for us. God unveils himself to us and reveals his plan for our lives (33 min.). (Includes Participant's Guide and Leader's Guide. Program Introduction Guide available upon request.)

Finding God And Being Found By God

http://www.smp.org/resourcecenter/resource/3977/

This PowerPoint presentation explains God's desire to reveal Himself to us and different ways that God makes himself known including through our search for happiness and meaning, the Bible, love, creation, and thought and reason.

What Is The Incarnation? - PowerPoint
OC 50294 S, YA 2011 St. Mary's Press, Christian Brothers Publications

http://www.smp.org/resourcecenter/resource/4230/

This presentation defines the Incarnation and its importance in Christianity.

RT 269751 S 163 pp.
Halbur, Virginia M. 2013 St. Mary's Press, Christian Brothers Publications

This guide provides everything you need to offer in an overview course about Catholic beliefs and practices. Using The Catholic Faith Handbook for Youth, Third Edition (BK #269720), as the core content, providing a 60- to 90-minute lesson for each of the thirty-nine chapters in the handbook, it presents creative, effective, and meaningful lessons.
2.3 Increase familiarity with the persons of the Trinity (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) and Their attributes.

**Ask The Bible Geek®**

- **BK 269237**  
  Hart, Mark  

In this book, gifted youth leader Mark Hart, the Bible Geek®, asks and answers the real questions that puzzle youth. Dealing with concerns about God, temptations, personal issues, daily life and more, he speaks encouragement to the minds and hearts of teens. His solutions to typical situations teens wonder about are rooted in Scripture and Catholic Tradition. Topics include: Getting to Know the Trinity, The Bible and Catholic Tradition, Dealing with Life’s Temptations and Trials, Walking the Walk, and Finding God in the Everyday.

**Catholicism Pilgrimage Journal (Student Journal And Adult Leader's Guide)**

- **BK 269723**  
  Welborn, Amy  
  2013 Word On Fire Catholic Ministries

This study guide features thirty-five topics based on the *Catechism of the Catholic Church* and is aimed at helping readers to get the most out of YOUCAT (BK #269656). Included with each topic entry are a brief introduction, references to read from YOUCAT, questions for understanding, Scripture references and questions, further questions for discussion, a brief reflection, ideas for action, and space for journaling.

**YOUCAT Study Guide**

- **BK 269752**  
  Kersting, Jack  
  2013 Ignatius Press

This presentation outlines the basic teachings on the Holy Spirit including the role of the Holy Spirit in our lives; titles and images of the Holy Spirit; and gifts, fruits, and charisms of the Holy Spirit.

**Introducing The Trinity: God Is Three-In-One - PowerPoint**

- **OC 50297**  
  2011 St. Mary's Press, Christian Brothers Publications

This presentation discusses various imagery and scriptural passages that highlight the distinct persons of the Trinity.

**Family Catechism**

- **OR 50065**  
  2013 Apostolate for Family Consecration Media Trust

This is an interactive catechism covering the basics of the Catholic Faith in question and answer format. Prayers and theological illustrations summarize the concepts presented. Information sources include Scripture, Vatican II documents, *Catechism of the Catholic Church*, papal and other Church documents as well as Catholic experts. Questions are also provided for each concept to check understanding and promote deeper reflection. Numerous individual questions are categorized under the broader topics of God, Jesus, Holy Spirit, The Church, Sacraments, Eucharist/Prayer, and Commandments. An interactive subject index is also available. (Site also available in Spanish: OR #50066)
High School Curriculum: Theme #2, Objective #3

Liturgy, The: From The Visible To The Invisible
OV 50233  S, YA, A  8 min.
Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of
http://safeshare.tv/w/lKpytcPART
The exalted nature of the Mass is described and explained, showing how the visible parts of the Mass, the words and gestures, are meant to lead us to the invisible, the Trinity and the work of the Trinity in the Church.

Sacred Heart Of Jesus, The
OV 50241  S, YA, A  3 min.
http://safeshare.tv/w/bGxlHfDW
Images of the Sacred Heart of Jesus alternately appear with quotes from Church Tradition, primarily the saints. This is backgrounded by meditative music, making this useful for prayer.

Holy Trinity
PO 01279  S, YA, A
http://safeshare.tv/w/01279
Andrej Rublev's Holy Trinity shows the three Persons in icon-like figures seated around a table. (12" X 18")

Trinity, The
PO 01063  I, J, S, YA, A
2002 Rose Publishing, Inc.
The Trinity is one of the most important doctrines in Christianity - one of the key doctrines that separates Christianity from other religions. This chart/poster explains that Christians believe in One God in Three Persons - not three gods and not one God with three personalities. The Trinity gives dozens of Scripture passages that support this belief, as well as answers to questions and misunderstandings that other religions and cults have about God. The Trinity will help you know what you believe and why. Four reproducible worksheets on the back of poster.

Jesus B.C. -- The Trinity
VC 08861.1  J, S, YA, A  25 min.
1976 Paulist Press
This highly acclaimed video is both a humorous and serious parable on why God became man. The Father finished the world, but sin threatens to destroy it. A crisis conference is called and the Father, Son, and Spirit ponder how to save humankind. (A religious classic.)
2.4 Explore the Incarnation: Jesus' revelation of perfect love.

Teaching Activities Manual For The Catholic Faith Handbook For Youth: A Resource For High School Teachers

BK 269450.1 A 224 pp. 2004 St. Mary's Press, Christian Brothers Publications

The Teaching Activities Manual for The Catholic Faith handbook for Youth is designed not as a curriculum but as a collection of activities to help teachers make their current curriculum more meaningful and effective. Each chapter coincides with a chapter in The Catholic Faith Handbook for Youth and includes several activities that address the chapter's themes. Themes include: the Creed, liturgy and sacraments, Christian morality, and Christian prayer.

Two appendices help teachers use the The Catholic Faith Handbook for Youth with their class. "Additional Resources" lists books, movies, and songs to use in class. "Prayer Experiences" is a collection of ten prayer services on themes present in the The Catholic Faith Handbook for Youth. The prayer services require minimal supplies and are designed to take 10 to 20 minutes.

Being Catholic: The Creed - What Catholics Believe

DV 30288.1 S, YA, A 21 min. 2011 Videos With Values / Oblate Media and Communications

This program provides the fundamentals of our Catholic faith in three segments. In the first segment, the existence of a personal God who creates us and draws us into a loving covenant is explained. In the second segment, Jesus is presented as the incarnation of the image of God, bringing to life God's plan for life in God's kingdom. In the third segment, the part of the Creed that refers to the Church is explained.

Footprints Of God, The: Jesus, The Word Became Flesh

DV 30207 S, YA, A 120 min. 2003 Ignatius Press

Join Stephen Ray, best-selling author and popular Bible teacher, as he catches fish in the Sea of Galilee, camps along the Jordan, and explores the places Jesus lived and performed his miracles. Join the incredible journey through the streets of Jerusalem to Calvary and the tomb, to the Resurrection and Pentecost. Gain a deeper appreciation for our Savior and the salvation He purchased for the world. (Closed Captioned, subtitles in English and Spanish)

Footprints Of God, The: Mary, The Mother Of God (DVD)

DV 31121 S, YA, A 77 min. 2003 Ignatius Press

Follow Mary's journey on location in Israel, Turkey and Greece with Stephen Ray as your guide. This is a documentary, biography, Bible study, apologetics course and Church history study. It will help viewers understand Mary's Immaculate Conception, her role of intercessor, her Assumption into Heaven, Revelation, Mary's Perpetual Virginity, the Crucifixion, the Annunciation, the Visitation, the Rosary, Incarnation, and more. (Closed Captioned)

I. V.: The Best Of Interactive Videos - Disc II

DV 30780.1 J, S 60 min. 2007 Life Teen, Inc.

This disc contains several short video clips on a variety of topics that relate to teens. A leader's manual includes background information, discussion questions, and references to the scriptures, CCC, and various themes. The following segments are included on this disc. Planet Earth Rant - We are reminded just how precious our planet is. (2 min.) Nature Images - Images found throughout God's creation remind us of the Creator's divine design. (2 min.) Poverty Loop - Quality original images puts a face to those who Jesus calls "blessed." (6 min.) Social Sin - Statistics pronounce the realities of this modern culture of death and shed light on the need for a Gospel-led change. (5 min.) The Painful Truth - This piece explores the realities of pain and emptiness endured by mothers who have undergone abortions. (5 min.) Everyday Mercy - A look into the actual everyday lives of five teens and how a normal Catholic term like "mercy" took on new meaning in each of their family's lives. (11 min.) Raising the Bar - A teen's morality is compromised in big and little ways, challenging him to surrender or to raise the bar. (4 min.) Twenty-Four Seven Teaching - Live teachings shed light on the four reasons for the Incarnation. (27 min.)

Igniter Videos: Volume III

DV 30293 J, S, YA, A 12 min. 2005 Igniter Media Group

Five short (1-3 min.) videos that ignite, captivate and deepen your experience with God. I Believe - The Bible is not just a story. It is THE Story. It is OUR Story. In it, we find the greatest Hero providing the greatest hope and demanding the greatest response. Lonely People - The true stories highlighted in this vignette confirm that the world is not as it should be. Jesus declared that we would encounter struggles and pain. But He also urged us to never despair for He has overcome this world. What Does God Look Like? - For generations, man has wondered what God looks like. We wrestle with understanding God's nature, settling for the best ideas conceived by man. But, to know what God looks like we need look no further than Jesus. The Greatest Promise - We know John 3:16, but do we realize how much truth is packed into those twenty-five words? We must learn to fully appreciate this verse - one word at a time. meCHURCH - While it is essential to find a church that is fully committed to God's Word, it is easy to start thinking that church is about us and our comfort. This video takes a humorous look at the idea of "shopping" for the perfect church that will serve us.
High School Curriculum: Theme #2, Objective #4

Outside Da Box: Creed - Thirteen Amazing Short Films
DV 31203 J, S, YA 55 min.
2013 Outside Da Box Production

This collection includes thirteen short films from the Outside Da Box collection. The Creed: Is there a difference between believing there is a God and believing in God? This word picture helps us reflect. (English and Spanish Versions - 3 min.) The Pursuit: The poem, "The Hound of Heaven" is presented. (5 min.) 38 Hours: A father digs through rubble for 38 straight hours, clinging to the hope that his son is still alive underneath it. (5 min.) Joy Story: Nativity figurines, action figures, the manger scene and the important role Mary played in the salvation of the world are the topics of this film. (6 min.) And Became Man: Bishop Michael J. B ransfield and teens reflect on the Incarnation of Jesus Christ. (6 min.) That 1 Day: Jesus Christ's ONE DAY on the cross made our ETERNITY in heaven possible. (3 min.) Where's the Body?: Now that the body of Jesus is gone, what do the two soldiers guarding the tomb tell Pilate? (English and Spanish versions - 5 min.) You're Dead. Now What?: Heaven, hell, purgatory, particular judgment, final judgment: What happens when we die? (3 min.) Chris Padgett on Fire with the Holy Spirit: Chris Padgett shares some theological and practical insights about the mysterious third person of the Holy Trinity. (4 min.) This Is My Church: Meet the Savilla family in West Virginia where this charming community is a very important part of the One, Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic Church. (2 min.) Pray for Me: Josh uses some pretty typical excuses to reject his cousin's attempts to draw him back to Christ. (6 min.) Forgiveness of Sins: This film declares the truth that there is forgiveness of sin for the praise of God's glory. (4 min.)

Road To Emmaus
DV 30607.1 J, S, YA, A 30 min.
2009 Vision Video

This video tells the story of Jesus' walk with two disciples on the road to Emmaus the afternoon of Easter Sunday. During the walk Jesus explains why it was necessary for him to suffer and rise from the dead and reveals the many mysteries that lay hidden in the ancient Scriptures. Soon, the purpose of Jesus' life becomes clear and the travelers' sadness turns to great joy. This story summarizes salvation history and celebrates the Resurrection of Jesus. (Includes both English and Spanish Language tracks.)

Skit Guys: Stuff We Made Up
DV 31107 J, S, YA, A 50 min.
2008 Skitguys

James, Eddie

The Skit Guys are two friends who communicate God's Word through the use of short dramas, teaching, and comedy. The sessions on this DVD include the following. Friends Tell Friends Everything - reminds us that friends who talk about all kinds of secular topics need to also share their faith (9 min.). What Keeps You From Following God - offers a variety of thoughts on this topic (10 min.). Beenie Weenies - some humorous thoughts on evangelizing (3 min.). Some Chose, Some Did Not..." - demonstrates that some choose to follow Jesus and some do not. This skit uses various Biblical characters and stories including Matthew's call; the Passion from Matthew's perspective and through the eyes of Pharisees, Judas and Pilate; Peter on the seashore after the Resurrection; and your own call by name from God (11 min.). The Chisel Skit - shows that we must surrender to God's will in order to be the masterpiece God created us to be (9 min.). Fully Human, Fully God - shares stories to show that Jesus is both fully human and fully divine, including the calming of the storm, raising of Lazarus, and the exorcism of the demons (17 min.). The Heart Department - impresses the importance of believing from the heart (4 min.).

What Is The Incarnation? - PowerPoint
OC 50294 S, YA 6 min.
2011 St. Mary's Press, Christian Brothers Publications

http://www.smp.org/resourcecenter/resource/4230/

This presentation defines the Incarnation and its importance in Christianity.

What The Incarnation Is And Is Not - PowerPoint
OC 50295 S 6 min.
2011 St. Mary's Press, Christian Brothers Publications

http://www.smp.org/resourcecenter/resource/4417/

This interactive PowerPoint presentation offers a number of statements about common ideas or misconceptions about the Incarnation. After students answer true or false, the catechist or teacher can use the notes provided to explain the correct answer.

And Became Man
OV 50135 J, S, YA 6 min.
2013 YouTube / Outside Da Box Production

http://safeshare.tv/w/mPcEhgyIvf

Young people talk about where and when they could be born if they could choose and how they would die if they could choose any way to go. Bishop Michael J. B ransfield then reflects on the birth and death of Jesus, and his Incarnation. (Discussion Guide titled "February 2013" available at http://www.vcat. org/discussion-guides.html?limitstart=0 )

Jesus B.C. -- The Trinity
VC 08861.1 J, S, YA, A 25 min.
1976 Paulist Press

This highly acclaimed video is both a humorous and serious parable on why God became man. The Father finished the world, but sin threatens to destroy it. A crisis conference is called and the Father, Son, and Spirit ponder how to save humankind. (A religious classic.)
2.5 Develop a deeper regard for Mary in our lives as a perfect model of faith and her role in the Church.

Catholicism Pilgrimage Journal (Student Journal And Adult Leader's Guide)  
BK 269723  
Welborn, Amy  
2013 Word On Fire Catholic Ministries  
Catholicism Pilgrimage Journal is a cross-generational approach to utilizing Rev. Robert Barron's Catholicism 10-part DVD series (DVD #30780-30784, also available in Spanish DVD #31048-31052). The student journal lists the session goals, words to know, Scripture and CCC references, questions for understanding and application, and pages for writing answers and note-taking. The leader's guide additionally includes background information on each segment, answers to questions, directions for facilitating each session, and a topical index for using shorter DVD segments to supplement other curriculum topics. Material is provided for ten sessions. Each uses selected segments (twenty-five to thirty-minutes) of the Catholicism series, prayer, journaling, and discussion.

Footprints Of God, The: Mary, The Mother Of God (DVD)  
DV 31121  
Ray, Stephen  
2003 Ignatius Press  
Follow Mary's journey on location in Israel, Turkey and Greece with Stephen Ray as your guide. This is a documentary, biography, Bible study, apologetics course and Church history study. It will help viewers understand Mary's Immaculate Conception, her role of intercessor, her Assumption into Heaven, Revelation, Mary's Perpetual Virginity, the Crucifixion, the Annunciation, the Visitation, the Rosary, Incarnation, and more. (Closed Captioned)

I. V.: The Best Of Interactive Videos - Disc III  
DV 30761.1  
2007 Life Teen, Inc.  
This disc contains several short video clips on a variety of topics that relate to teens. A leader's manual includes background information, discussion questions, and references to the scriptures, CCC, and various themes. The following segments are included on this disc. Roman Collar Comedy - Hear unique takes and insights into some of the gospel's most famous scenes. (7 min.) Behind the Glory - This is a modernized documentary interview with some of the twelve apostles. (5 min.) O.T. - This video spoof is a fast-paced and graphically engaging overview of the greatest events of the Old Testament. (8 min.) Moses: In His Own Words - This is a sit-down chat with Moses. (6 min.) Church History 101 - Hear a top ten list that covers 2000 years of Church history. (19 min.) Reflections of Mary - Real teens offer real insights on the Queen of Heaven. (11 min.) Moms Rule(s) - Teens share about both the typical and random rules they were forced to endure at the hands of their mothers growing up. (4 min.) The Bible - This video will capture teens' attention and challenge them to take another look at the Good Book. (3 min.)

Symbolon: The Catholic Faith Explained - Mary And The Saints / The Last Things  
DV 31250.1  
Sri, Edward  
2014 Augustine Institute  
Filmed on location in Rome, the Holy Land, Calcutta and in the Augustine Institute, a team of teachers provide a clear and comprehensive explanation of the core teaching of the Catholic Church in ten segments. Mary and the Saints: Our Spiritual Mother and the Communion of Saints - Jesus gave his mother Mary to us as our spiritual mother, and she intercedes for us in heaven before her Son. By growing in relationship with Mary – and the rest of the saints – we grow in fellowship with Christ (36 min.). The Last Things: What Happens After We Die? - Deep in the human heart is the question, "What happens after we die?" Jesus reveals the "Last Things" – death, judgment, heaven and hell – and what we need to do now to prepare for eternity (41 min.). (Includes Participant's Guide and Leader's Guide. Program Introduction Guide available upon request.)

Who Cares About The Saints?  
DV 30627.1  
Martin, S.J., Rev. James  
2009 Loyola Productions, Inc.  
This DVD features twelve stand-alone segments on the lives of Dorothy Day, Thomas Merton, Joan of Arc, Francis of Assisi, Mother Teresa, Ignatius Loyola, Bernadette Soubirous, Pope John XXIII, Therese of Lisieux, Joseph, Peter, and Mary, Mother of Jesus. The DVD also includes the following insights from Rev. James Martin: Becoming a Saint, How to Use Saints, Legendary and Wild, Hidden Lives, Being Introduced to the Saints, Issues of Idolizing Saints, Constant Conversion, Saint Legends, Why Pray to Saints, So What? (relating the lives of the saints to our contemporary lives). (Each segment five to ten minutes.)

Mary And The Saints  
OL 50173  
United States Conference Of Catholic Bishops  
This site offers a variety of information on Mary and the saints including a video about devotion to Mary, frequently asked questions about Mary, a Marian glossary, information on saints sorted by liturgical calendar, extensive information about the making of a saint, and more.

Let It Be Done Unto Me  
OV 50294  
Rose, Danielle  
2010 YouTube  
http://safeshare.tv/w/KRpgxiCrhX  
This is a song reflection on the first joyful mystery of the Rosary, the Annunciation. A single still picture accompanies the song which provides a reflection on Mary's fiat.
High School Curriculum: Theme #2, Objective #5

Mary Co-Redemptrix
OV 50192  S, YA, A  8 min.
Silvia, Steve 2008 YouTube
http://safeshare.tv/w/nOfNbgSusV

Text, artwork showing images of the Blessed Mother, and the song, "Gift of Love" praise, proclaim and support the Catholic belief in Mary as Co-Redemptrix and in the doctrines related to Mary. Scripture and quotes from Catholic Tradition support Catholic doctrine and dispute opposition to the Church's teaching.

Our Blessed Mother
OV 50239  S, YA, A  5 min.
2011 YouTube / RomanCatholic 33's channel
http://safeshare.tv/w/WANCpbRhFB

Images of the Blessed Mother alternately appear with quotes from Church Tradition, primarily saints. This is backgrounded by meditative music, making this useful for instruction or meditation.

Our Lady And Me
OV 50193  S, YA, A  5 min.
2012 United States Conference Of Catholic Bishops
http://safeshare.tv/w/PPlyRwvaP

This video includes a variety of testimonies on how the Blessed Mother brings us closer to her son, Jesus Christ.

Rosary Musical "GLORY": The Assumption Of The Blessed Virgin Mary Song
OV 50282  J, S, YA, A  4 min.
2013 YouTube / QuietWatersMedia
http://safeshare.tv/w/FtQGBDLTsa

This music video is a sung meditation on the Fourth Glorious Mystery of the Rosary. It begins with Scripture passages that serve as foreshadowings of the Assumption, followed by a possible depiction of the heavenly celebration that may have taken place on the occasion of the Assumption. A connection is also made between the celebration in heaven and the celebration of the Eucharist.

Rosary Musical "GLORY": The Coronation Of The Blessed Virgin Mary Song
OV 50283  J, S, YA, A  4 min.
2013 YouTube / QuietWatersMedia
http://safeshare.tv/w/YZSldMsWrG

This music video is a sung meditation on the Fourth Glorious Mystery of the Rosary. It sings of the life of Mary that justifies her Coronation as Queen of Heaven and Earth for all eternity and shows scenes from the life of Mary as well as a possible portrayal of the heavenly scene on the occasion of the Crowning of Mary.

Mary, Undoer Of Knots
PO 01321.1  I, J, S, YA, A  3 min.
2013 Steubenville Press

The image on this poster is of the original "Mary, Undoer of Knots" by Catholic master painter Johann Schmidtner. Explanations are given of the various symbolic elements within the painting. Poster includes guide for understanding and practicing this devotion.
2.6 Become aware that our response to the Love of Jesus is faithfulness and discipleship.

ScriptureWalk: Senior High - Discipleship
BK 26864
Bradbury-Haeuhl, Nora
2000 St. Mary's Press, Christian Brothers Publications
This resource challenges young people to grow in their faith, using a format that encourages questions and participation. The components offer a mix of experiences to appeal to teens: Bible study and discussion, fun and meaningful activities, and opportunities for prayer. Each session is developed around a specific Scripture passage.

Teaching Activities Manual For The Catholic Faith Handbook For Youth: A Resource For High School Teachers
BK 269450.1
McKnight, Scot
2004 St. Mary's Press, Christian Brothers Publications

The Teaching Activities Manual For The Catholic Faith handbook for Youth is designed not as a curriculum but as a collection of activities to help teachers make their current curriculum more meaningful and effective. Each chapter coincides with a chapter in The Catholic Faith Handbook for Youth and includes several activities that address the chapter's themes. Themes include: the Creed, liturgy and sacraments, Christian morality, and Christian prayer. Two appendices help teachers use the The Catholic Faith Handbook for Youth with their class. "Additional Resources" lists books, movies, and songs to use in class. "Prayer Experiences" is a collection of ten prayer services on themes present in the The Catholic Faith Handbook for Youth. The prayer services require minimal supplies and are designed to take 10 to 20 minutes.

Jesus Creed, The: For Students
DV 30835
McKnight, Scot
2011 Paraclete Press
Scot McKnight refers to the Great Commandment as the Jesus Creed and believes it is the foundation for becoming a follower of Jesus. Using twelve short video sessions and an accompanying student book, this program helps older youth and young adults learn to live the Jesus Creed and integrate it into every aspect of their lives. (Includes DVD, accompanying student book, and guide)

Not A Fan. A Follower's Story
DV 30844
Idelman, Kyle
2011 City on a Hill Productions
Follow the journey of Eric Nelson, a man leading a compartmentalized triple life as a pleasure-seeking rebel, a cutthroat corporate executive, and a nominal Christian. When confronted with a near death experience, Eric embarks on a spiritual journey that transforms his commitment to Jesus Christ and tests the faith of his friends and family. No matter what your level of commitment to following Jesus may be, this feature is sure to challenge you to grow as a completely committed follower of Jesus in all areas of your life.

Realfaith TV: Volume III
DV 30825
2008 Harcourt Religion Publishers
Looking for real answers to real-life questions? Check out Realfaith TV, a powerful energetic, edgy, faith-based television show produced by teens, for teens and about teens. Realfaith TV reaches out to those who are looking for answers to many of the issues they face in today's world and helps them with issues through a Catholic faith perspective. Realfaith TV: Volume III is a collection of interviews from teenagers and adults that explores the following topics: Ten Commandments in the Twenty-first Century, Experiencing Jesus, Living for Today or Living for Forever, Get Involved, Dependency - Do You Depend on Others for Happiness? Overcoming Eating Disorders. Bonus Track: Faith in Action - Companioning a Pregnant Teen. (Each segment 25 to 30 minutes)

WWJD Inspiration Cards: Friends And Family
GM 04124
1998 TABLETALK
What Would Jesus Do? Each card in the deck of forty gets people thinking and talking about what Jesus would do in different situations we face with friends and family. On each card is a quote from the Bible to inspire you, two thought-provoking questions about real-life situations, and a question asking what would Jesus do in those circumstances.

WWJD Inspiration Cards: Sports And Fun
GM 04123
1998 TABLETALK
What Would Jesus Do? Each card in the deck of forty gets people thinking and talking about what Jesus would do in different situations we face with sports and fun. On each card is a quote from the Bible to inspire you, two thought-provoking questions about real-life situations, and a question asking what would Jesus do in those circumstances.

Where Have Jesus, Mary, The Apostles, Disciples, And Others Modeled The Way To Discipleship?
OA 50299
2010 St. Mary's Press, Christian Brothers Publications
http://www.smp.org/resourcecenter/resource/4050/
This reproducible worksheet asks students to reflect on ways that the followers of Jesus in the first century as well as today model discipleship through holiness, prayer, moral living, justice, trust in God, and more.
Archbishop Jackels speaks before a live audience of teens and adults on the topic of discipleship. Using down-to-earth language and much humor, Archbishop Jackels defines discipleship and shares practical suggestions for living as a disciple of Christ.

**Follow**
OV  50137  J, S, YA, A  6 min.
2011 YouTube / Igniter Media
http://safeshare.tv/w/NKpwcUznBZ

Through the lens of a twenty-first century social media network, view a brief timeline of the life of Jesus, see what the crowds are saying, and watch as his number of followers swells and falls. Then answer for yourself, "Will you follow Jesus?"

**Rosary Musical "GLORY": The Ascension Of Jesus Song**
OV  50280  J, S, YA, A  4 min.
2013 YouTube / QuietWatersMedia
http://safeshare.tv/w/zCvRBuXwll

This music video is a sung meditation on the Second Glorious Mystery of the Rosary. It sings and dramatizes the related Scripture passage, with an emphasis on Jesus' command to Peter to feed his sheep. It also connects the need for the Church today to continue that same mission.

**Who Do You Say That I Am?**
OV  50106  J, S  4 min.
2010 YouTube / Outside Da Box Production
http://safeshare.tv/w/HaezFqseJ

This video takes both a humorous and serious look at who Jesus is for us, how we pray to him, how we treat him in daily life, and how we respond to his love for us.
2.7 Understand the goal of life is to know, love, and serve God, and to be happy with God forever in heaven.

Realfaith TV: Volume III
DV 30825  J, S  2008 Harcourt Religion Publishers
118 min.

Looking for real answers to real-life questions? Check out Realfaith TV, a powerful energetic, edgy, faith-based television show produced by teens, for teens and about teens. Realfaith TV reaches out to those who are looking for answers to many of the issues they face in today's world and helps them with issues through a Catholic faith perspective. Realfaith TV: Volume III is a collection of interviews from teenagers and adults that explores the following topics: Ten Commandments in the Twenty-first Century, Experiencing Jesus, Living for Today or Living for Forever, Get Involved, Dependency - Do You Depend on Others for Happiness? Overcoming Eating Disorders. Bonus Track: Faith in Action - Companionship for a Pregnant Teen. (Each segment 25 to 30 minutes)

Purpose And Objectives Worksheet (Bad/Better/Best)
OA 50300  S, YA, A  2014 Truthbase.Net
http://www.truthbase.net/time-of-your-life-toyl/purpose-and-objectives-worksheet/

The information found here can assist participants in reflecting upon their life purpose, life plan, work objective, relationship objective, personal growth objective, spiritual growth objective, and ministry objective. The resource provides "bad" and "better" options for each point of reflection and leaves room for participants to determine "best" options. This discussion starter can assist in realizing that our lives are meant to be lived for God and others.

Triple Venn Diagram
OA 50301  P, I, J, S, YA, A
readwritethink
http://www.teach-nology.com/worksheets/graphic/venn3/

This reproducible sheet can be used for comparing and contrasting three themes, topics, or concepts such as the three persons of the Trinity; knowing, loving, and serving God; three Bible stories about Jesus, water, animals, etc.; Sacraments of Initiation, Service, and Healing; three saints; three theological virtues, etc...

Eternal Life / La Vida Eterna
OV 50126  J, S  2013 YouTube / Outside Da Box Production
4 min.

While a teen is planning "the weekend of his life" with a couple of friends, a strange man appears and talks with him about eternal life and what he can expect to experience. This video also shows the value of weekly Eucharist. (Includes Spanish Subtitles)

Seeking Jesus: In The Words Of Pope John Paul II
OV 50251  J, S  2014 YouTube / QuietWatersMedia
2 min.

By this video, we are reminded that it is Jesus we ultimately seek in order to find happiness and that the things offered by the world do not bring us true happiness.

There Is A Place
OV 50255  J, S  2012 YouTube / QuietWatersMedia
4 min.

This music video reminds us that only in Jesus do we answer the deepest desires of our heart and a place of joy.
2.8 Articulate the Divine Revelation on death, judgment (particular and final), Heaven, Hell, and Purgatory.

Prove It! Church
BK 268553 J, S 2001 Our Sunday Visitor
Welborn, Amy
What do you do when someone tries to tell you: You're not a Christian because your church isn't Bible-based? You're not a Christian because what your church teaches isn't in the Bible? You're not a Christian because you believe that good works will get you to heaven? You're not a Christian because you worship Mary like a goddess? You're not a Christian because you believe that the pope is right about everything? You're not a Christian because you obey the pope instead of God? You're not a Christian because you're not saved? Do you stammer and stutter and try to change the subject, or do you confidently confront all these misconceptions with sound facts based on Scripture and two thousand years of Christian teaching? Prove It! Church gives you the answers you need when someone challenges your Catholic Faith. From Mary to the saints to papal infallibility, infant baptism, purgatory, and a whole lot more, this book explains what you need to know to prove that the Catholic Church belongs to Christ, teaches Christ, preaches Christ-and is, in fact, Christ in the world today!

YOUCAT Study Guide
BK 269752 S 2013 Ignatius Press
Kersting, Jack
This study guide features thirty-five topics based on the Catechism of the Catholic Church and is aimed at helping readers to get the most out of YOUCAT (BK #269656). Included with each topic entry are a brief introduction, references to read from YOUCAT, questions for understanding, Scripture references and questions, further questions for discussion, a brief reflection, ideas for action, and space for journaling.

Last Things, The: Death, Judgment, Heaven And Hell
DV 31056 S, YA, A 2011 Ignatius Press
This film aims to motivate viewers to stop ignoring and avoiding contemplating their own mortality. It presents the reality of death and what will follow for every person: first the particular Judgment before God, then Heaven or Hell as our destination for all eternity. The Catholic teaching on Purgatory is also explained giving examples from the Scriptures and philosophy. The commentary is provided by four priests: Rev. Andrew Pinsent, Rev. Jeremy Davies, Rev. Marcus Holden and Rev. Beruz Rafat.

Purgatory: The Forgotten Church
DV 31195 S, YA, A 2013 Lightbridge Films
Clote, John B.
This documentary investigates life-after-death questions through spiritual, scientific, and cultural perspectives. Drawing on this article of faith professed by Catholics, this comprehensive exposé reveals the spiritual alliance Catholics have with the departed souls. New research offers fresh insights as scholars, scientists, historians, and church leaders revisit age-old questions and embark on a spiritual quest to unlock the controversy and consolation of Purgatory.

Symbolon: The Catholic Faith Explained - Mary And The Saints / The Last Things
DV 31250.1 S, YA, A 2014 Augustine Institute
Sri, Edward
Filmed on location in Rome, the Holy Land, Calcutta and in the Augustine Institute, a team of teachers provide a clear and comprehensive explanation of the core teaching of the Catholic Church in ten segments. Mary and the Saints: Our Spiritual Mother and the Communion of Saints - Jesus gave his mother Mary to us as our spiritual mother, and she intercedes for us in heaven before her Son. By growing in relationship with Mary – and the rest of the saints – we grow in fellowship with Christ (36 min.). The Last Things: What Happens After We Die? - Deep in the human heart is the question, "What happens after we die?" Jesus reveals the "Last Things" – death, judgment, heaven and hell – and what we need to do now to prepare for eternity (41 min.). (Includes Participant's Guide and Leader's Guide. Program Introduction Guide available upon request.)

Triple Venn Duiagram
OA 50301 P, I, J, S, YA, A
readwritethink
http://www.teach-nology.com/worksheets/graphic/venn3/
This reproducible sheet can be used for comparing and contrasting three themes, topics, or concepts such as the three persons of the Trinity; knowing, loving, and serving God; three Bible stories about Jesus, water, animals, etc...; Sacraments of Initiation, Service, and Healing; three saints; three theological virtues, etc...

Eternal Life / La Vida Eterna
OV 50126 J, S 2013 YouTube / Outside Da Box Production
http://safeshare.tv/w/thLjSlTGPA
While a teen is planning "the weekend of his life" with a couple of friends, a strange man appears and talks with him about eternal life and what he can expect to experience. This video also shows the value of weekly Eucharist. (Includes Spanish Subtitles)
You’re Dead. Now What?

OV  50122  J, S  3 min.
2013 YouTube / Outside Da Box Production

http://safeshare.tv/w/LOXSSlxJFJ

This video is a brief introduction to heaven, hell, purgatory, particular judgment, and final judgment. (Discussion Guide available at http://www.vcat.org/discussion-guides.html?limitstart=0 )
2.9 Develop an appreciation for God's gift of Heaven, and understand the freedom to accept or reject God's love.

Decision Point: Disc I - Life Is Choices / What's Holding You Back? / The Jesus Question
DV 31251  S  90 min.
Kelly, Matthew  2014 Dynamic Catholic Institute

Each of the twelve sessions in this series include six short (up to ten minutes) video segments on a particular topic. The sessions are meant to evangelize teens in order to inspire them to respond and cooperate with God's grace. Life Is Choices - includes Navigation, Your Choices Matter, The Best Way to Live, God's Dream for You, Be a Rebel, Decision Point. What's Holding You Back? - includes What Are You Doing?, The Quest for Happiness, Slinking Thinking, Hungry for the Truth, This Is Personal, Decision Point. The Jesus Question - includes Looking for Judas, Who Is Jesus? The Problem and the Solution, Jesus Was a Radical, Second Chances, Decision Point. (3 of 12 sessions) (Student and leader print material available for free download at DynamicCatholic.com)

Encounter, The: Paradise Lost
DV 31132  S, YA, A  105 min.
2012 Pure Flix Entertainment

Six strangers find themselves trapped at a beach side resort on the brink of an oncoming hurricane. Each of their hearts are broken as they silently cry out on the most desperate night of their lives. As the storm rages on and the six strangers fall deeper into the heart of darkness, another guest arrives at the hotel. He says he is Jesus Christ, and he understands each of their struggles. Knowing their dire need, he came to bring them all a message of hope in order to rescue them from the darkest corners of their own hearts. However, the decision to surrender and receive the freedom he offers is a choice each of them must make. This is an action-packed film about sin and free will, redemption and hope, God's Providence, and the battle between Jesus and Satan, good and evil.

Powers And Dominions: Angels, Demons And Spiritual Warfare
DV 31134  S, YA, A  55 min.
Ray, Stephen  2012 Ignatius Press

This DVD explores the spiritual world, that very real but unseen realm that includes God, the human soul, angels, demons which are fallen angels, spiritual warfare, the reality of demonic possession and exorcism, the dangers of the new age movement and the occult, and more. It explores creation along with intellect and free will while offering insight into the reality of the powers and dominions of the spiritual world. Chapter titles include God, Humans, Angels, Demons, New Age, and Victory.

Realfaith TV: Volume III
DV 30825  J, S  118 min.
2008 Harcourt Religion Publishers

Looking for real answers to real-life questions? Check out Realfaith TV, a powerful energetic, edgy, faith-based television show produced by teens, for teens and about teens. Realfaith TV reaches out to those who are looking for answers to many of the issues they face in today's world and helps them with issues through a Catholic faith perspective. Realfaith TV: Volume III is a collection of interviews from teenagers and adults that explores the following topics: Ten Commandments in the Twenty-first Century. Experiencing Jesus, Living for Today or Living for Forever, Get Involved, Dependency - Do You Depend on Others for Happiness? Overcoming Eating Disorders. Bonus Track: Faith in Action - Companionsing a Pregnant Teen. (Each segment 25 to 30 minutes)

Student Handouts: Pros And Cons Charts
OA 50304  P, I, J, S, YA, A
Student Handouts
http://www.studenthandouts.com/Assortment-01/Graphic-Organizers/Pros-Cons-Tables-Chart-Instructions.html

These free printable charts allow groups or individuals to brainstorm the pros and cons of various issues. Brainstorm the pros and cons of accepting and following God's plan regarding the Church's moral teachings, of living a life of holiness, of attending Mass and celebrating the sacraments, etc...

Eternal Life / La Vida Eterna
OV 50126  J, S  4 min.
2013 YouTube / Outside Da Box Production

http://safeshare.tv/wHljSiTgPA

While a teen is planning "the weekend of his life" with a couple of friends, a strange man appears and talks with him about eternal life and what he can expect to experience. This video also shows the value of weekly Eucharist. (Includes Spanish Subtitles)

Let It Be Done Unto Me
OV 50294  J, S, YA, A  5 min.
Rose, Danielle  2010 YouTube
http://safeshare.tv/wKrpgxiCrhX

This is a song reflection on the first joyful mystery of the Rosary, the Annunciation. A single still picture accompanies the song which provides a reflection on Mary's fiat.
Based on the poem, "The Hound of Heaven" by Francis Thompson, a teen gets caught up on the lures of the world and flees from the God who loves her until she hits rock bottom and allows herself to be held in the loving embrace of Jesus. (Discussion Guide titled October 2012 available at http://www.vcat.org/discussion-guides.html?limitstart=0 )

**Rosary Musical "GLORY": The Assumption Of The Blessed Virgin Mary Song**

- **OV 50282**
  - J, S, YA, A
  - 4 min.
  - 2013 YouTube / QuietWatersMedia

http://safeshare.tv/w/FIQGBDLTs

This music video is a sung meditation on the Fourth Glorious Mystery of the Rosary. It begins with Scripture passages that serve as foreshadowings of the Assumption, followed by a possible depiction of the heavenly celebration that may have taken place on the occasion of the Assumption. A connection is also made between the celebration in heaven and the celebration of the Eucharist.

**Rosary Musical "GLORY": The Coronation Of The Blessed Virgin Mary Song**

- **OV 50283**
  - J, S, YA, A
  - 4 min.
  - 2013 YouTube / QuietWatersMedia

http://safeshare.tv/w/YZSldMsWrG

This music video is a sung meditation on the Fourth Glorious Mystery of the Rosary. It sings of the life of Mary that justifies her Coronation as Queen of Heaven and Earth for all eternity and shows scenes from the life of Mary as well as a possible portrayal of the heavenly scene on the occasion of the Crowning of Mary.
2.10 Be challenged to identify themselves as members of the Communion of Saints, who are connected with the faithful who have gone before them, who are grounded in prayer, and who are fortified by the Sacraments, so that they may become who Jesus calls them to be.

Pure Life, The - DVD IV
DV 30387  J, S, YA  90 min.
Evert, Jason  2007 Eternal Word Television Network

This series features Jason and Crystalina Evert with a team of ten high school and college students from around the nation. Together they address how the youth of the world can persevere in the virtue of chastity, despite living in a culture that is saturated with impurity. DVD IV: Session X: Tough Issues (Abortion, Homosexuality, Birth Control), Session XI: Following the Saints, Session XII: Purity Is the Fruit of Prayer (3 of 12 sessions)

Saints: Gospel Artists
DV 30196.1  S, YA  43 min.
2006 Salt And Light Television

It is an idea inspired by Pope John Paul II. "Be the saints of the new millennium," he told us; but before we can be saints, we need to know the saints. This was the inspiration for a pilgrimage through Germany and Italy, visiting the towns, homes, and places of prayer for some saints of the Catholic Church. Join this unforgettable pilgrimage and meet Saint Peter, Saint Gianna Beretta Molla, Blessed Rupert Mayer, Saint Edith Stein, Saint Francis of Assisi, Saint Clare of Assisi, Blessed Pier Giorgio Frassati, and Blessed John XXIII. Share in a new and very personal way, and open your own heart to the possibility of becoming a saint of the new millennium.

Who Cares About The Saints?
DV 30627.1  J, S, YA, A  140 min.

This DVD features twelve stand-alone segments on the lives of Dorothy Day, Thomas Merton, Joan of Arc, Francis of Assisi, Mother Teresa, Ignatius Loyola, Bernadette Soubirous, Pope John XXIII, Therese of Liseux, Joseph, Peter, and Mary, Mother of Jesus. The DVD also includes the following insights from Rev. James Martin: Becoming a Saint, How to Use Saints, Legendary and Wild, Hidden Lives, Being Introduced to the Saints, Issues of Idolizing Saints, Constant Conversion, Saint Legends, Why Pray to Saints, So What? (relating the lives of the saints to our contemporary lives). (Each segment five to ten minutes.)

Saint PowerPoint
OC 50292  S, YA, A  37 pp.
Author Stream
http://www.authorstream.com/Presentation/aSGuest35473-303495-saint-ppt-spiritual-inspirational-powerpoint/

Photos, images, and icons of numerous saints are displayed, followed by identifying names and quote from the saint. This is a video in praise of the the many saints God has given to us.

Patron Saints
OR 50155  S, YA
http://www.scborromeo.org/patron_s.htm

This site lists saints alphabetically and their patronage. The saint name is a link that takes you to a brief biography from the Catholic Encyclopedia.

Saints By Name
OR 50151  J, S, YA, A
American Catholic
http://www.americancatholic.org/features/saints/byname.aspx

Hundreds of saints are listed alphabetically as well as by patronage and date. Each saint entry includes a written and an audio biography, a quote, and patronage.

Saints Stories For All Ages
OR 50053  P, I, J, S, YA, A
Loyola Press
http://www.loyolapress.com/saints-stories-for-kids.htm?class_id=17&parent_class_id=

Read the stories of the lives of the saints at this site. Saints listings are alphabetical and by month.

Saints.SQPN.com: Notes About Your Extended Family In Heaven
OR 50103  S, YA, A
SQPN
http://saints.sqpn.com/

This site will lead you to descriptions, notes, resources, and more for hundreds of familiar and less familiar saints and blesseds. Saints are listed by their patronage, hierarchical membership, life status, occupations, and other defining classifications.
All Saints Day (Featuring "Lifesong" by Casting Crowns)

OV 50291 J, S, YA, A 6 min.
Casting Crowns 2012 YouTube / St. Mary's Press
http://safeshare.tv/w/IWlyEzReHs

Following a brief description of who saints are, this video includes photos, images, and icons of numerous saints, along with identifying names, as Casting Crowns sings *Lifesong*. This is a video in praise of the many saints God has given to us.

Beatitudes, The / Saints Poster Set

PO 01272.1 P, I, J 2011 Nippert And Co. Artworks

This poster set includes a listing of the eight Beatitudes, eight saints / blesseds, a brief biography of each, and individual banner cards that each list one of the Beatitudes. Display the saints and their biography. Then put a Beatitude banner card on each saint. Ask students to decide how each saint lived out that Beatitude. Switch the Beatitudes around and continue the discussions. You may also hold up a Beatitude card for the students to decide which saint best models that virtue and why. Saints / blesseds included are St. Kateri Tekakwitha, Bl. Luigi and Maria Quattrocchi, St. Bernadette, St. Mary Magdalen, Bl. Miguel Pro, St. Faustina Kowalska, St. Joseph, and St. Patrick. (25 pieces)

Gifts of the Holy Spirit / Saints Poster Set

PO 01255.1 P, I, J, S 2010 Nippert And Co. Artworks

These images were designed to be conversation starters. Discussions on the gifts of the Holy Spirit and how the saints displayed them can be facilitated using this set. You can display the saint posters and put a gift (and flame) on each one, asking how each saint modeled that particular gift. Then switch the gifts around and continue the discussions. Or, to get the conversation started, you can hold up the text banner naming each gift and ask the students to decide which saints best model each gift and why. Saints included are Francis of Assisi, Therese the Little Flower, Pope John Paul II, Mary Mother of God, Dominic, Joan of Arc, and Maximilian Kolbe. (22 pieces)